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This paper refers to the simplified yet effective idea involving planned channelization and grid
management techniques in case of the drainage facility architecture. Addressing problems of existing or
upcoming cities and smaller town by a network consisting of interconnecting pipelines of drainage, enabling
maximum flow and shortest path. Defined algorithms and retrofitting features to existing plans that facilitates
movement of wastewater in a phase-by-phase categorised and programmed way. It helps in the longer run to
sustain existing systems for larger population pertaining to use of water resources, minimum fund utilization,
fail-safe processes and segregated treatment of phased out drain water. Thereby relocating them to specially
equipped facilities to enable cleansing of water as per wastes prevalent in them. It brings us out from a vague
interconnected pipelining civil architecture to an era where information technology plays its vital role in
turbulent flow regulations, toxicity monitoring, check gate systems, backflow prevention, anti-choking and
clogging measures with pre-programmed algorithms and warning systems being interactive enough leading to
drain water treatment in the most effective way possible with issued and indicated warnings. Here the actual
objective is to find streamlined solution to targeted problem and not just generalize as the present system has
proved to be ineffective even in case of minor torrential rains, roads overflowing, marshland contamination,
land disposal pit as wastage, ineffective usage of sludge, and ill-programmed sewage treatment plants. It
prevents mixing of household, medical, research lab discharges and industrial flux and provide a better interface
to identify the degree of contaminations, where the system is categorised into various levels to segregate
treatment based on algorithms that enable shortest path, maximum flow and safe discharge. This proposed
project has a comprehensive solution in modules for all these problems and much more that are posed in
intricate detail. This bring us to a complete enhancement of the existing pipeline network with minor
modification to cater to the needs of Indian systems which can later be extrapolated to other larger effective
systems of the world. This project would actively involve and integrate the Indian Regional Navigation Satellite
System (IRNSS),Navigation Indian Constellation (NAVIC),GAGAN(GPS Aided Geo Augmented
Navigation)Channelization Gateway Control Protocol(CGCP), Internet of things(IOT), Wireless Transmission
Modules(WTM’s), Safe Module Packaging and Placement(SMPP), Sensory Controlled Modular
Frameworks(SCMF), Fail-Safe Backup Measures, Temporary Retracting, Immediate Complaint register and
Grievance Redressal at nearest PWD Division. This bring a newer dimension towards effective computational
advancements to handle Drain water.


